
Re: Bylaws 2021-05 & 2021-06: 
Three Sisters Mountain Village and Smith Creek Area Structure Plans 

Dear Mayor and Council;


With regards to the above ASPs, we are firmly in opposition. 


There are many issues and areas of concern, which we feel will be addressed in depth 
by a number of others more expert than ourselves. However, we will summarize our 
key concerns. 


I have lived in Canmore since about 1974 and was actively involved regarding the 
original TSMV project reviewed by the NRCB. My partner has lived in Canmore for 
about 29 years. We owned a business here for 36 years. We also have a good general 
knowledge of issues. 


First, wild life corridors: We concur with the concerns of those who say that they are 
inadequate and compromised, for all the reasons biologists and others have put 
forward. Council might also be concerned that in order to enforce these corridors, the 
Town will need municipal bylaw officers to patrol those corridors 24/7. We are all well 
aware that many people simply defy regulations. This will cost taxpayers money. As will  
fence maintenance and repair. 

We have, as a community, struggled for many years to maintain habitat connectivity 
and species viability that would be compromised or destroyed by this development.


Tax Base: We are well aware that Canmore has struggled for many years to balance 
residential and commerical/industrial property taxes. A development that emphasizes 
residential over commercial is only going to be expensive for the Town and the rest of 
the community. We are living on a fixed income and cannot afford significant tax 
increases. This will be a barrier for other existing residents. 

Another related issue is that the Town has not used a property tax structure that would 
charge higher taxes for non-residents. After all, they cost us all more for infrastructure, 
many don’t contribute to the community, even down to bringing all their groceries with 
them. We need residents who contribute to making this a community that we love to be 
part of. 


Economic Diversity:  We have seen, over and over, promises from big developers to 
bring us an improved tax base with many hotels and resort developments. We are all 
very aware that these promises have fallen remarkably short. I would think that Covid is 
a great example for all of us how an economy based on what approaches industrial 
tourism can collapse literally overnight. We need to do some other things. A post-
secondary educational institute and/or a research foundation could be excellent 
choices, and may even be feasible to be built on some undermined lands. (We say this 
with caution). It could be a real draw and provide professional level jobs. 




In relation to this, there is also fiscal sustainability. What do financial models project? 
How can we project 25 years into the future? Covid has shown us how fast things can 
change: ie. overnight. We are also facing serious unknowns as we move into a period 
of deeper climate instability. Extreme weather events and forest fires remain in our 
future. 


Fiscal stability cannot be achieved through encouraging the kind of tax base proposed 
by this project. Commercial development must precede residential, or they simply 
won’t build it! 


Is the community also prepared for the increased need for emergency services? We 
have seen an increase in people’s need to be rescued. More and more inexperienced 
people are taking risks in recreation. What about the costs of caring for local trails? 
Limiting bicycle use? (Mostly because so many go so fast and carelessly, without 
regard for other trail users.) 


Undermining: Well, here’s a big crunch. We know that golf courses were permitted on 
lands with moderate undermining hazards. We don’t think that it’s good enough for 
new home-owners, who have built on that land, to just sign a caveat limiting the Town’s 
responsibility. People will expect that because the Town permitted the houses to be 
built in the first place, there’s really not much risk at all! What kind of home insurance 
plan would cover that risk? What do home insurers think? We have already seen 3 sink 
holes (that I know of, including the one in Rundleview). The sink hole in the pathway 
took years to resolve. 

Undermining cannot be so easily brushed away! 


Affordability: The old argument that housing will just keep going up if these big 
developments are not approved, is a red herring! It was believable 30 years ago, but 
not any more. Canmore, with its proximity to Banff was always more expensive than 
other small towns in rural Alberta. And the big developers advertise to wealthy people 
living somewhere else. (We had many customers through the years who owned 
multiple houses in multiple countries. In the US, land ownership elsewhere is taxed as 
an investment.) Tax non-residents differently! 

Affordable housing is essential, and of course it needs to be affordable for everyone in 
the service industry. We don’t have nearly enough. And this developer is not offering 
nearly enough either! 

We’re already getting a situation in neighbourhoods that were supposed to be single 
family, such as our neighbours, where possibly 8 unrelated adults live in one dwelling, 
each with vehicles, boats, etc. and no parking to be had. We have no serious objection 
to them, but one can easily see that another house or 2 like that on the street would do 
more than just compromise parking for residents. They don’t have enough alternate 
housing options for themselves! If affordable apartments were available, it would 
reduce this kind of pressure. 




Carbon footprint: How do we deal with doubling this? These lands have very poor solar 
capacity. How can we be a green community? Will more people be commuting to 
Calgary? 


Why can’t the golf course lands be turned into a beautiful park for residents to enjoy in 
perpetuity? I include our 4-legged elk and other residents as well in this! 

We are supposed to be a “green” community! We can make or break that with the 
decisions made here! 


We don’t need to please a land developer, who doesn’t even have much to offer the 
community as a whole. The mine lands were sold for a song when the mines closed. 
We need to prioritize both our community and our wildlife. And don’t forget that the 
world could be watching! 


There’s a lot more detail we could go into, but we will stop here. Town and Council 
have a great deal to consider with this project. 

Thank you for the opportunity to make this submission. Citizen input is the core of 
democracy. 


Yours sincerely;

Meg Nicks

Paul Goutiere 


216 Lady Macdonald Dr. 

Canmore T1W 1H3



